
budget deficits, as it has urged many nations to do, is
likely to cut growth and raise unemployment in the short
term. It says that consolidation equal to 1% of gross
domestic product typically reduces growth by 0.5%,
raises the unemployment rate by 0.3% and sees con-
sumption and investment fall by 1%. The upshot? The
risk of fiscal austerity is a drawn-out period of anaemic
growth – and budget cuts don’t necessarily pave the way
for recovery. 
This dilemma has led to discord among financial offi-

cials, especially in advanced economies, over the mer-
its of continued government spending. The G20 group
of advanced and emerging economies made a dramatic
U-turn on its previous stance from last April that sup-
ported fiscal spending. It now says that countries with
“serious fiscal challenges need to accelerate the pace
of consolidation”.  “We welcome the recent announce-
ments by some countries to reduce their deficits in 2010
and strengthen their fiscal frameworks and institu-
tions,” it said in a recent communiqué.
India’s finance minister Pranab Mukerjee acknowl-

edges that while fiscal stimulus is “important when
demand is low,” there is nevertheless “a limit to which
governments can expand their debt burden.”
“The issue therefore is of calibration of policy meas-

ures keeping in view the sensitivity and the needs of
the country context,” he tells Emerging Markets in an
interview. Mukherjee says India has pushed the idea
within the G20 of a “staggered withdrawal” of fiscal stim-
ulus. “Countries that have adverse market conditions
due to their sovereign debt have to start first while oth-
ers can begin later. But, all must lay down their medium
term path clearly and credibly.”

US STUTTERS
This matters, not least because the world’s largest econ-
omy – the US –looks increasingly to be faltering once
more, while uncertainty hangs over the policy choices
of an administration ever more at the mercy of a rebel-
lious electorate. 
The message from the White House has consistently

been that tightening fiscal policy could impede growth
and crush the still fragile recovery. With unemployment
showing little signs of improving, US Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geithner has urged the G20 that, in the absence
of strong US consumer spending, global “fiscal consoli-
dation should be ‘growth-friendly’” and the severity and
timing of budget cuts should vary across countries.
The issue now, according to observers, is less whether

the US economy succumbs to a double dip recession but
rather that it faces the certainty of long-lasting sluggish
growth. The outlook remains bleak, regardless of
whether there is a recession. Says Stanford University
economist John Taylor: “I wouldn’t call it another reces-
sion at this point. It’s just languishing growth. It’s a really
disappointing recovery. It’s bad.”
But on the US administration policy options, Stan-

ley Fischer, governor of the Bank of Israel and for-
mer IMF deputy managing director, is quick to
acknowledge the political reality. “There are clear
issues about whether it is politically possible to com-
mit in a way that will ensure fiscal equilibrium – just
look at the challenges of social security reform [in
the US]. In the US, they face a classic Augustinian
dilemma: fiscal prudence yes, but not yet.”
The US saw a record $1.47 trillion budget shortfall in

the financial year that ended in September, as tax rev-
enues dried up and the government splurged on economic

continued on page 20
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By William White

Three years since the onset of
the financial crisis and the

global economy remains fragile.
Why? Part of the answer lies in the
excessively easy monetary and
credit conditions over at least two
decades, fostered by the belief that
policy rate increases could not be
used to moderate “bubbles” but that
policy rate decreases could be used
effectively to moderate “busts”. 
As rates ratcheted down to ever

lower levels, the imbalances and
headwinds that now threaten sus-
tainable growth grew ever larger
and now threaten our collective
future. Moreover, in spite of this
chequered history, when the crisis
hit in 2007 the policy response was
“more of the same”. 
The policy rate cuts in the

Advanced Market Economies
(AME’s) were unprecedented, and
the Emerging Market Economies
(EME’s) responded to upward pres-
sure on their currencies, yet again,
with more intervention and more
monetary easing. 
Where to from here? The policy

prescriptions being suggested, par-
ticularly with respect to monetary

policy in the AME’s, might best be
described as “still more of the
same”. The problem with these pre-
scriptions is that they focus solely
on the shorter term effects on
domestic demand. Sadly, they are
generally made without any seri-
ous consideration of their interna-
tional effects, nor their longer run
effects on aggregate demand and
aggregate supply.
As to demand side effects, capi-

tal inflows into many EME’s are
vehicles for importing both infla-
tion and “imbalances” from the
AME’s, tendencies often exacer-
bated by the EME’s own easy poli-
cies. As to the former, we are
seeing rising inflation in India,
China and Indonesia among oth-
ers, and sharply rising commodity
prices globally. As to the latter,
global equity prices rebounded
exceptionally strongly from the
trough in March 2009. Moreover,
property prices in EME’s, and
those AME’s with relatively
healthy banking systems, are now
even higher than they were two
years ago. As is now too well
known, massive capital inflows and
credit fuelled asset price increases
often subsequently reverse with

very serious consequences.  
If the results of monetary stim-

ulus in some countries seem
rather unhealthy, in other coun-
tries there has been no response
at all. Alan Greenspan’s  “head-
winds” have turned into “hurri-
canes” , with lenders unwilling to
lend and borrowers unwilling to
borrow. While low policy rates do
seem to have been effective in
recapitalizing banks, some signif-
icant downsides to this policy must
be emphasized. 
Low rates effectively penalize

creditors at the expense of debtors;
indeed, if the marginal propensity
to spend is greater among the for-
mer than the latter, could the net
result be to constrain spending
rather than to encourage it? If the
banks’ situation might be improv-
ing, what about the longer term
impact on insurance companies
and pension funds. Unable to meet
statutory commitments, will they
turn to still more risky behaviour
in a “gamble for resurrection”?
Will the availability of easy “carry
trade” profits for banks only serve
to convince them that there is no

No free lunch

Ultra low policy rates in the West could have far-reaching ill effects

continued on page 20
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